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 PFL Laser Headband Masks
Styles/Sizes
Part No. Color

638
Silver
Stripe

210/case (6 boxes of 35)

CRITICAL COVER® PFL® LASER FACE MASKS
PFL® TECHNOLOGY AND LASER PLUME PROTECTION

FEATURES & BENEFITS
The PFL Laser mask effectively filters plumes during laser surgery. The mask
utilizes Positive Facial Lock® technology with an integrated Twist-Seal® chin
piece in the facemask to give the user a custom fit each time. The PFL®
design helps eliminate the potential of inhaling airborne contaminants while
maintaining a comfortable seal to the user's face. The patented and integrated
Magic Arch® technology prevents the mask from coming in contact with the
user's nose and mouth thereby making it easier to breathe while enhancing
filtration efficiency. This 8” durable, fluid resistant mask has a smooth, soft
interior for ultimate comfort. Made in the USA. ASTM F2100 Compliant
Level 3 mask.

 N-95 Particulate Respirator
Styles/Sizes
Part No. Color

695 Teal
Stripe

210/case (6 boxes of 35)

CRITICAL COVER® PFL® N-95 PARTICULATE
RESPIRATOR
NIOSH APPROVED RESPIRATOR

FEATURES & BENEFITS
The Positive Facial Lock® (PFL®) N-95 Particulate Respirator meets the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
recommended protection levels (where applicable) for many airborne
contaminants. NIOSH Approved, the N-95 delivers the appropriate amount of
filtration efficiency and when combined with a trio of patented and unique
design features, also delivers the user a comfortable, custom fitting facemask.
The integrated Magic Arch® technology creates a breathing chamber within
the facemask by holding it away from the user's nose and mouth. The PFL
technology, incorporating an integrated Twist Seal® chin piece, helps the
wearer create a perfect fit every time. This 8” fluid resistant Particulate
Respirator is Made in the USA.
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